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Well, I suppose the five-week break down in Tassie was restful in some ways, but I could have done
without the 4 week virus and the back injury….talk about in the wars….struth….. I’m still not fully
recovered.
Shouldn’t complain really, because it gave me some uninterrupted time to think about my next scale
project, and do some preliminary sketches and wing loading calculations. The Gamecock is still very much
my top priority until she is finished, but I’m always looking ahead to the next one. Not fully decided yet, but
a certain low-wing, late 1930’s German trainer…with retracts and flaps…is looking decidedly attractive at
present.
Next big thing for the club field will be the Astroturf-laying. I’m thinking this should be a goer
sometime in February…equipment/materials availability permitting. Jim Bowie has agreed to organize the
to removal of the soil in the required area and provide appropriate sand/quarry dust. After leveling and
rolling tight, we will have to manhandle the Astroturf over to the site, roll it out and join it down the middle
with tape and adhesive underneath. The edges can be turned down through 90 degrees and dropped into a
slot in the ground, probably dug with a hired Ditch-Witch or similar device. With the right timing we should
be able to get it down in a week, so as to minimize the interruption to the field use………if we get as many
fellers at the field for the working bees as we did when we lifted the Astroturf from the elderly citizens
home, it won’t be too difficult….new air-strip here we come.
I purchased my first ever ducted fan model from one of the guys at indoor recently. He had found it a
bit hot for park flying and added extra wing area, which made her much smoother…but still a handful in a
confined space. I’m very happy with her performance, and apart from testing my eyesight when she turns
towards me….is a lot of fun for the price I paid. (no photo – was too busy flying it!)
NEW MEMBERS……..we currently have 51 members:
A big welcome to:

John Saint
Dean Hockley
Stuart Kowald
Bob Edgecombe
Dwayne Lloyd
Willow Prusa (junior)
Eben Newland (junior)
Gerard Burke (associate)
Malcolm Brown
Peter Smith
Don Clarke (associate)
Keith Carter (associate)
Errol Zobel (associate)

I try to publish photos of new members so we can put names to faces…but I’m not always present when
they are the field. If you see a new member at the field, please snap a photo with your phone camera and
send it to me please.
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John Mukalt and Keith Carter are not exactly brand new members….but I don’t think I have
published a photo of them in the Newsletter before…other than when John won the John Watters prize in
2013.
Below: Here they are helping clean the club-room before this years John Watters Scale Day.

John

Keith

BRONZE WINGS
Congratulations to Mauro on gaining his Bronze Wings…seen below receiving them from Bill Kent at
a recent club meeting.
Mauro test flew his replacement Skybolt
last weekend, and showed much improvement
in his confidence and general flying ability.
Directly after take-off the model needed
continuous input to correct constant diving –
so he calmly flew the model to a safe height
and adjusted the elevator trim as required.
This is not always easy to do, especially
with a model that is also suffering from too
rich a mixture…and the wind keeps changing
direction.
Well done Mauro – that Skybolt is a
beauty and should give you the opportunity to
improve your flying even more.
More photos in “caught in the act
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UP-COMING EVENTS……put ‘em in your diary!
1: CHRISTMAS TWILIGHT MEETING – SATURDAY 29TH NOV
Bring along a model with lights of you like to flying in dark The Club will provide a BBQ with the usual
trimmings and (Graham and Jenny tell me) ‘a little bit more’. Most seem to get there at around 4.00 to fly
and the BBQ starts at 6.30.
Let Graham Willis know if you are coming along so he can get the food organized.
2: INDOOR FLYING – SUNDAY 6TH DEC
It’s on again on 6th December at the Cornerstone College Hall – 7.00 till 10.00
3: CHRISTMAS SOCIAL MEETING – FRIDAY 12th DEC
This year we are holding it at the Bridgewater Hotel on the 12th of December – starts at 6.30.
Could those intending to come along please let me know so I can advise the Hotel – thanks.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2014 JOHN WATTERS MEMORIAL SCALE FUN FLY

The assembled mob

Kevin Wright’s winning Howard DGA-3 Pete
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I gather that the weather was excellent for flying, and that the day was a success……we seem to be
able to summon up good weather for our events…..let’s hope that continues to be the case. I would have
loved to be there, but duty called elsewhere!
My personal thanks go to Nick Braithwaite for his devoted work in getting things in order and
making sure that everything ran smoothly on the day. Events like this don’t just run themselves, and
although I’m assured everyone pitched in as usual, someone has to do the spade-work long before the
day…or nothing happens……well done Nick, many thanks.
Nick sat down when he got home after the event and prepared detailed notes, from which I have
generated the following report…….

JOHN WATTERS MEMORIAL SCALE FUN FLY 2014
……There were 19 entrants who brought along 53 aircraft including 4 heavy models.
Yet again the man upstairs was on our side and we had a perfect day for it. In fact a glorious day,
sunshine and a manageable wind from the South. Everything got under way smoothly at 10.00
am and the raffle was drawn and prizes awarded at 2.00 pm.
There was no carnage, although Andrew Cecil had a very “interesting” moment with his Sparrow
Hawk, which seems determined to maintain its history of aileron problems, from which he was
rescued by the ever-heroic Darren Garratt.
Phil Crawley had a dead-stick with his PC9 that turned into a lovely soft landing in the crop just
over the fence with no damage to the model.
Kevin Wright’s Pete was a joy to see, beautifully flown, and a very popular winner of the John
Watters Memorial Trophy.
As we have come to expect Graham and Jenny provided their usual excellent BBQ which was
much appreciated by all
The prizes were awarded, and the raffle drawn by Beth Watters who was also chairwoman of the
ladies prize committee, the other members being Jenny, and Cheryl and Yvonne from the Fleurieu
Support group of the RFDS.
The club members who turned out in large numbers for the Working B the day before and who
cleared up and stripped down the Marquees etc afterwards. Many hands made light work.
Thanks in big quantity needs to be heaped on the following for their assistance:
•

Darren, Andrew and Mauro for ensuring the safety and smooth running of the flight line

•

Michael Stock for overseeing the sale of raffle tickets

•

Penny Moore for her usual immaculate job as registration officer

•

Thanks to all who helped make the day a real joy:

•

Catering: Graham and Jenny. As usual finger-likin’ good
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•

The judges for their hard work throughout the day and for making exactly the right
decisions, particularly in the matter of take-offs ☺ Laurie Kelsall, Alan Turner & Bob Smart

•

The ladies prize committee. I did tell them that they were supposed to judge the plane, not
the pilot……. Beth Watters, Jenny Willis, Cheryl Ludgate & Yvonne

•

Darren Garratt for organising all the prizes and trophies

•

Paul Mitchell for the beautiful black hat John Watters trophy

•

Anybody and everybody else!!

•

Above all the pilots who put on an interesting and trouble free day for us all to enjoy.

The day finished with an extremely enjoyable dinner at The Vic. You had to be there!
RESULTS:
John Watters Trophy for best overall scale flight…………Kevin Wright………..Howard DGA-3 Pete
Best Take off…………………………Nick Braithwaite ……………………………Cessna 185
Best Landing………………….………Greg Badger ……………………………….Yak
Best realistic flight ……………………Trevor Gale…………………………………Ag Wagon
Ladies Prize……………………………Adrian Merryweather ……………………..Tucano
Group Prize …Adrian Merryweather, Wayne Digance and Brian Lockett……….SE5a
The magnificent raffle first prize of a YAK donated by Supercheap Hobbies was won by Graham
Willis’ son! Rumour is that Graham is going to have a very nice Christmas indeed. And there
were further prizes of a colourful rug donated by the RFDS ladies from Goolwa and several sets of
Glue provide by Col Reedman.

The winners
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The Judges:

Bob Smart, Alan Turner and Laurie Kelsall..….whatever it was……they liked it!

Penny Moore hard at work in the registration tent….thanks Penny for all your input.
Mauro took lots of flying action shots – I have put them in a new album in the web ‘galleries’.
Mauro also took a terrific video, which I have also added to the web site – check it out.
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MEMBER’S BUILD PROJECTS
Bill Kent’s Edge 540:
Bill sent in this report on his latest acquisition……
Hi Paul
Here is a little story to go with the two photos I will attach, of the work I am doing on what I think is an EG
version of the Edge 540 that I am working on. The model is designed for a 50cc motor with a wingspan of
about 2.3 metres.
This model was rolled on its back at ground level by its previous owner which ripped off the tail end of the
model and damaged the canopy.
I have been splicing wood into the tail fin and rear of the body and now looks like the rudder hinges have
been installed about 3 mm off centre and I will replace them.
I am also moving the wing tube rearward by about 25 mm to enable removal of some of the very large
amount of lead that has been added to the nose. The body is designed to give a choice of wing tube
mounting positions, but only during the initial build. To move it now is quite a complex task.
The ZYX 53cc twin petrol motor also requires a rebuild yet as the chrome on one bore was “removed” also.
I managed to buy two new cylinders, pistons and rings and will soon put it together and taking John’s (of
Cessna 135 fame) advise will run the motor in slowly and thoroughly and put some “proper” mufflers on it.
I will probably only re-cover the damaged sections of the covering on the body as I don’t mind the colour
scheme. If that does not work then I will re-do the whole body.
More to report as I progress.

Regards

Bill Kent.
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Nick Braithwaite’s Yak:
Nick and I will soon be covering the model in silk and dope – the canopy is finished and the cowl ready.

‘CAUGHT IN THE ACT’ ……of flying at the field
Chris Winzer’s ducted fan model
Ok…let me set the scene here. Chris brought his “pre-loved” foamy ducted fan fighter to the field for
a test flight. We overheard much discussion about center of gravity location, wing area…etc etc and after
some non-to-scientific deliberation, the decision was made to …”just give it a go…!”
So…Mauro gives it a
terrific launce and away she
goes…showing no trouble at
all…straight as a die…except
for a decided lack of forward
motion…..well not enough to
install a huge amount of
confidence anyway.
Chris manfully stayed
with it for several ‘circuits’
but the thing just didn’t have
the grunt to get up on the step
and boogey – it just stooged
around with it’s nose in the
air waiting for a moment to
bite the hand that steered
it……which
eventually
occurred when he flew past
the sun and became temporarily disorientated……and we all know what happens when you’re caught low
and slow and in a totally wrong attitude ….you suddenly find yourself devoid of clever ideas….….Thud!!

Pity, because the model showed real
promise……if only they had put a decent
fan in it.
Chris assured us all that for the price he
picked it up for, there was no real loss.
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John’s ……… Pilatus Porter

Keith’s ……..Ultra Sport 2000 aerobatic model

Mauro’s and his new Skybolt ….with a grin from ear to ear after a very successful test flight.
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Nick’s Corsair ………in typical pose

Chris’s colourful Waco Bipe
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That guy Mauro again…this time showing what happens when you leave the cockpit of your PC9 at home!

Peter Smith and his new 3D trainer.
Peter has been seen doing lots of
‘knife edge’ practice with this model.
If you want to see someone having a
ball in the air….watch Peter.
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‘The Duel in the Sun’….
Chris and Peter decided to finally settle the argument and get stuck in with their foamy flying wing models
last weekend.

There was no quarter given or
expected…….

…….it all ended well……...both models intact and…..….they are still talking……☺☺

great fun guys.
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My Druine Tuirbulent……a good example of the old saying…”Bigger model fly more smoothly”.

Photos by Mauro

NEXT GENERAL MEETING – TUESDAY 25th NOVEMBER
Brian Lockett is bring along a pulse jet and will give us a talk and show videos.
See you at the Great Eastern Hotel - Littlehampton…..6.00 for a meal…..meeting starts at 7.00.
Cheers
Paul
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